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Beef Overview
Availability issues and acute labour shortages continue to pose challenging questions to the UK beef
market.
Given the existing inflationary pressures, wholesale price points for key beef items remain elevated. Prime
steak meat availability remains an issue with suppliers struggling to manage expectations. While abattoirs
across the UK are still reducing kills where possible in a bid to soften cattle prices, they have had little to
no success. As per recent commentary, transportation of product remains a concern amid the acute
shortage of HGV drivers.
While the UK beef complex continues to display a bullish tone, discounts are noted on frozen items. This
is partly due to momentum for foodservice to switch to imported product as outlets attempt to keep the
right price point for their customers and recoup lost revenues over the last year.
Demand for burgers and steaks are strong and those price points are responding accordingly.
Trims for burgers are seeing the same pressure with increases between 10-15%.
Rib eyes, fillets and striploins continue to trend upward on the back of very short supply and high demand.
Prime rib eyes continue to trend above the £20/kg mark, with trades even above the £25/kg level, prime
striploin offers remain wide with some trades above £15/kg. Given the lack of labour, primary producers
are pushing product out of the door on the bone. Feedback from packers also suggests that there is
significant pressure on product delivery with steak prices hitting highs in the UK and EU.
Round cuts such as Rib Eyes, Striploins, Rumps and Fillets we have seen and continue to see increases of
up to 20 % in the last week alone with this forecast to continue to be firm for at least the next month. A
UK Rib Eye as above this week cost £25kg to buy (staggering).
Imported beef cuts also show an increase of 20 % forecast for the next month at least.
After six consecutive weeks of decline, the GB deadweight prime cattle prices increased by 3.4p this week
to reach 393.2p/kg, for the week ending 19 June. The higher prices reflect processors competing for
tighter supplies, especially as some farmers have been kept busy cutting grass. The extension to the end
of lockdown could also keep more demand in the UK during July than perhaps planned.
Increases were seen across all categories, with young bulls showing the largest increase.
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GB deadweight prime cattle price movements
All prime: 393.2p/kg up 3.4p
Steers (overall): 393.4p/kg up 2.6p
Steers (R4L): 403.9p/kg up 2.8p
Heifers (overall): 393.9p/kg up 3.6p
Young bulls (overall): 390.4p/kg up 6.6p
The average all prime measure is now 32.7p above the price for the same week a year ago, and 42.4p
above the five-year average.

South America Beef Supply Issues
The Chinese market is more than relevant - it is a market that is keeping many packers in South America
going and without approval to export to China cutting plants are not commercially viable.
In comparison the decade ended with the lowest export for chilled beef to the EU, the lowest for 10 years,
whilst chilled exports to the EU are decreasing frozen exports are increasing.
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When Swine fever struck China in 2019 they destroyed 200 million pigs, this left a huge gap for other
proteins to fill. The Chinese turned their attention to lamb and beef. Initially the demand from China was
for forequarter cuts, but as demand for more and more volume grew and higher prices being paid, packers
began selling round cuts, rumps and strip loins too. The Chinese were paying more for Rump and loin cuts
than the EU and UK were paying for selected cuts of beef. Add to this that the product going to China is
untrimmed and block pack frozen and you can see why the Chinese market is the preferred destination
for the producers.
Due to the demand from China in 2020, Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay over killed, in the case of Argentina
they killed 50% more than they normally would in one year and this was mirrored in Brazil and as a
consequence Uruguay too. Cattle numbers have been severely depleted and cattle prices have risen as a
consequence.
This has caused prices on the domestic markets in South America to rise dramatically, which is why the
Argentine Government have taken the action of an extended further 30 day export ban to China. This has
caused further shortages for the European market as farmers hold back sending livestock to market.
To put this in context Argentina approximately export 63,000 tons of beef per month with approximately
50,000 tons each month destined for China this extra demand has now been put onto Brazil and Uruguay.
China is not the only market causing price hikes, the Middle East and USA are also paying record high
prices to ease the workforce/production issues caused by the pandemic.
With all this in mind, whilst there may be a seasonal adjustment to prices based on demand, prices will
remain firm for the rest of 2021 and beyond.
Argentina as already mentioned above has extended its exports on beef for a further 30 days, which will
escalate tight global supplies even further. This is still continuing to have an effect and push up prices,
particularly for steak meat out of the EU. It has put pressure on all origins including the UK over the last
month.
Around the world farmgate cattle prices vary, affected by various factors, most obviously supply and
demand. Some of these factors are more local in nature as above, and might include logistical and supply
chain issues, such as transportation costs between farm, abattoir, cutting plant and dispatch location, or
problems with processing capacity which will all have a knock-on effect globally.
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Global cattle prices
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Lamb Overview
Slight easing in British lamb prices
Deadweight lamb prices fell in the week ended 19 June, with the GB NSL SQQ losing nearly 31p to stand
at 634.5p/kg. Prices were still 166p above the same week in 2020.
Supplies are now picking up as we enter the peak months ahead for British Lamb production, and this is
contributing to the weakening of market prices. Price competitiveness relative to continental prices will
also be increasingly important, as around this time we typically start to shift to a net exporting position
for sheep meat. British lamb prices have been at a premium to those in France in recent weeks, which will
be reducing export demand just as it did in April, and French lamb prices have also been falling.

Australian sheep meat in the UK
Sheep meat tariffs will be eliminated after ten years. During the transition period, Australia will have
immediate access to a duty-free quota of 25,000 tonnes, rising in equal instalments to 75,000 tonnes in
year 10. In the subsequent five years a safeguard will apply on sheep meat imports exceeding a further
volume threshold rising in equal instalments to 125,000 tonnes, levying a tariff safeguard duty of 20 per
cent for the rest of the calendar year.
Australia already has 15,349 tonnes (carcase weight) of tariff free access to the UK for sheep meat,
following the UK’s departure from the EU.
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The AIP (agreement in principle) outlines the Tariff Rate Quotas (TRQs), which for lamb will more than
triple immediately from roughly 8,000 tonnes annually to 25,000, and then grow over ten years to 125,000
tonnes – at current consumption rates that is equivalent to more than 40% of the UK’s total sheep meat
needs. In addition, the New Zealand Trade Minister has already stated they will expect their FTA to be
treated similar to that of Australia. The New Zealand quota is already currently 110,000 tonnes and this
statement is a stark reminder of the dangers of a precedent being set.

NSA (National Sheep Association) warns of ‘damaging consequences’ of Australia
FTA
The worst-case scenario is that more than 80% of sheep meat consumed in Britain could be imported,
much produced in ways that wouldn’t be allowed by farmers here. With such pressure from the two
biggest exporting sheep meat nations, there will inevitably be times when a price war comes into play.
The National Sheep Association (NSA) says there is still time for the UK Government to ensure the
Australia Free Trade Agreement (FTA) avoids causing market disruption and undermining animal health
and welfare standards.

Without proper scrutiny into the terms of the Australia FTA, damaging consequences for the UK sheep
industry will be difficult to avoid, NSA warned.
NSA believes there is still time for a supportive government to consider the safeguards necessary and
ensure adequate measures in the FTA to avoid market disruption and the undermining of aspirations for
high standards for animal health and welfare, and the farmed environment.
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UK sheep farmers also need assurances that in case of market disruption quotas could be halted. At a
time when farmers are being required to be more profitable, maintaining good and stable prices will be
an important part of achieving this. There is also very different understanding of the meaning of
equivalence of standards and NSA’s view is that this should boil down to what the public and the
Government want and expect of our farmers.
If there are things required of us here, then it’s not unreasonable to require the same from those entering
our market.

Safeguards to protect British farming
NSA welcomed the deal having a dedicated chapter specifically on animal welfare, including measures
recognising the importance of high levels of animal welfare protection and non-regression. However, NSA
stated that according to the Animal Protection Index which ranks countries on their commitment to
protect animals in its legislation, improve animal welfare and recognise animal sentience, the UK has a B
rating for welfare standards, whilst Australia fairs less well with a D rating. NSA highlighted that this is an
important factor for UK society as well as the UK Government and one that needs to set clear expectations
aligned with the UK world-leading standards.
The AIP sets out in principle the jointly agreed terms to be included in the FTA. It should not itself be
assumed to be the final treaty commitments contained in the FTA, and we now need to take every
opportunity to identify and build in safeguards to protect British sheep farming.
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Pork Overview
Pig prices continue to increase
The outlook for UK pork across many prime cuts is 5- 10 % higher with suppliers/forecaster’s reluctant to
look past the next four weeks.
In the week ending 19 June, the EU-spec SPP rose by 1.17p on the week before to average 156.99p/kg.
This puts the measure 7.94p behind the price recorded for the same week last year, but 7.28p above the
five-year average for the week.

In the week ending 12 June, the EU-spec Average Pig Price rose by 1.06p on the week before to average
159.58p/kg. This puts the measure 7.87p lower than the price recorded for the same week last year.
During the same week, the EU-spec Standard Pig Price recorded a smaller price increase (+0.79p) and so
this widened the gap between the SPP and the APP to 3.76p/kg.

Strong exports still supporting the EU pork market
EU exports of all pig meat products were up by 29% in March 2021 compared with a year earlier, totalling
606,500 tonnes, according to the latest EU Commission figures. All the main categories of export were
higher, on the back of strong demand from Asian markets.
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Fresh/frozen pork exports to China were up by more than a third to 238,000 tonnes, while sales to the
Philippines were nearly five times higher at 20,200 tonnes.
The UK and Japan were the only major markets to take noticeably less product (down by 19% and 16%
respectively).
Offal sales to Asian markets were also strong, with increases again to the Philippines. Growth in shipments
to Hong Kong offset declines to mainland China.
Not all of the EU’s significant exporters have been experiencing year-on-year growth in third country
exports this year. Spain has led the way, with shipments up by over 70%, however Germany saw a decline
of nearly 40%, reflecting the fact it has lost access to the Chinese market. Denmark’s exports were up by
22% and the Netherlands increased by 37%. The mid-ranking exporters also generally saw noticeable
increases.

Poultry overview
The UK market remains under severe pressure with demand still outstripping supply, prices on both UK
and EU products have increased and will be firm by a further 15-20 % in the coming weeks. Please be
prepared as previously noted to be as flexible as possible when considering menu choices. We will where
possible always send an alternative which may not be skin on or have the bone in but please understand
the situation is still very testing not only for us but for all producers and suppliers.
In the meantime we will be accessing every market available to fulfil requirements, bone in chicken breast
(Supremes) and smaller fillets will continue to be an issue due to the producers maximising the yield of
every available bird. Corn Fed Supremes and whole birds are also in short supply from France with
farmers/suppliers not able to replenish stocks fast enough. Added to this are the restrictions in place due
to localised pandemic rules and so labour is very short.

EU Update
The Polish Veterinary website confirms that there have been no new outbreaks of Avian Flu since the
4th June, which has taken some of the pressure off accessing livestock for production. As a result of
this, we will see the overall availability continue to improve over the coming months.
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UK secures markets access to Japan for exports of poultry meat
The UK has secured market access to Japan for imports of UK poultry meat – opening up new
opportunities for UK farmers, producers and exporters in the world’s third largest economy. The
agreement is estimated to be worth up to £13 million per year by the industry.
Japan is renowned internationally for its stringent food safety and import control regime. With
consumption of poultry on the rise in Japan, this market could become a promising new target for UK
poultry meat exporters.
The Japanese market will now be able to enjoy more of our unique produce, adding to an already varied
collection of UK food, such as pork, beef and lamb, already available to its customers.
The market opening follows a series of complex negotiations over the last four years between the UK and
Japanese officials to agree specific animal health requirements. Benefits of this development will be felt
across the supply chain throughout the UK and will open up new opportunities for British farmers.

Other News
HGV Driver support needed to prevent food shortages
The food supply chain is driving head-first into a significant period of disruption unless the government is
willing to engage in quick thinking and decisive action to help solve the challenge created by
unprecedented levels of demand at a time of acute labour shortage.
The driver shortage is a particular threat to the recovery of the hospitality and catering industry and
affects every corner of the food and drink supply chain.
The public are already starting to notice the resulting gaps: on retailers’ shelves; in failed waste disposal
collections; and through the items missing from the menus at their local pubs and restaurants. This stems
from the nationwide HGV driver shortage, which the Road Haulage Association believes is in the order of
100,000 missing roles.
The fundamental issue is an ever-decreasing talent pool of drivers, many of whom departed our shores
during the Covid-19 pandemic, and either can’t (or don’t want to) return through an immigration system
that does not recognise driving as being highly skilled. That’s not the only problem: we have an ageing
driver population (the average is 55 years old) adding to the systemic shortage that will only increase
unless the problem is recognised and a clear policy is created.
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The impacts are being felt across the entire supply chain, from the producer to the operator, as everyone
is competing for drivers to haul and distribute products and supplies. This is leading to rapid wage
inflation, which of course will work its way through to the consumer’s pocket in time. The disconnect at a
government level is a failure to see driving as a part of the critical infrastructure that supports feeding the
nation, and that this will disproportionately affect smaller farmers, producers and suppliers who will be
hardest hit by surging distribution costs.
So, far from ‘crying wolf’, we urge the government to act and we are collectively supporting our industry
associations who are trying to translate the seriousness of this crisis. Our situation may be a conflation of
different problems, but at its heart is a structural need to rapidly increase the available labour pool, and
that requires direct government intervention.
The industry must also help itself. We should recognise that professional driving has an image problem
and we need to make this a more attractive career for younger people. Only 2% of HGV drivers are under
25. The answer is more apprenticeships; company sponsorship of licence attainment; and evolving
vehicles, technology and working practices that will support and attract the next generation of drivers. In
the near term it’s identifying those ex-drivers who have left the industry to persuade some to come back;
and encouraging those approaching retirement to hold back.
Lead times for deliveries have extended from an average of 24 hours to in excess of 80 hours and “On
Time In Full” (OTIF) levels have dropped from 99% to 85%.
If we do not do something soon, it will affect Governments “build back better” plan. The industry will be
unable to maintain the integrated supply chains and cope with artificial spikes caused by hot weather and
the easing of lockdown, increasing demand for food and drink into supermarkets, pubs and restaurants
and goods into retail.
The better news is that the government has committed to prioritise accelerating the 30,000 HGV driving
test gap, built up when tests were cancelled during the Covid lockdown. While this is welcome it cannot
be the only answer. There are some other quick wins that Westminster can consider. For example,
temporarily reducing restrictions on working hours. This cannot and should not be seen as a long-term
solution, but could provide much-needed relief in the short term. These changes, coupled with the
addition of HGV drivers to the Skilled Worker Shortage Occupation List – or a short-term option, along the
lines of the Seasonal Agricultural Workers’ Scheme – will help to get the industry through the difficult
weeks ahead.
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There is no simple, quick-win solution here, as demand is set to outstrip driver capacity for many months
to come. It is therefore important that we collaborate across the supply chain. Industry must work handin-hand with government, but to achieve this we must first make clear the serious consequences of a
gummed-up and supply-restricted industry going into a summer period of significant staycation-based
consumer demand. The industry community and government figured out how to keep the trucks and
supplies rolling through the pandemic – we believe urgent collaboration is needed once again to keep the
nation fully fed.

Meat tax may be necessary, says Government’s food tsar
In a leaked draft report seen by a national newspaper, it has warned a meat levy may be on its way but
should be avoided in the short term.
The newspaper reported that a tax on products such as burgers, sausages, chicken nuggets, ham and
bacon ‘may be necessary’ in order to help tackle climate change. According to newspaper it is expected
to tell Prime Minister Boris Johnson that a tax should not be introduced in the near future, however,
‘because it may spark uproar’. Sources told the newspaper that the report was “still a work in progress”
but didn’t deny that higher meat prices may be suggested.
The independent lead on the National Food Strategy, an independent review commissioned by the
Government, published its first report last year. Part two of the strategy is expected to be published by
the end of July.

Warning that Brexit labour crisis likely to slow meat production
Members of leading trade organisations are warning that unless things improve, the Brexit labour crisis
means they will have to start slowing down production.
For abattoirs this will mean delay taking livestock off farms, which has the potential to create animal
welfare issues.
The British Meat Processors Association (BMPA) said: “While we have been lobbying for some time for
easements to the immigration legislation, in particular for butchers to be added to the shortage
occupation list, we have to recognise that the international Covid situation will be a barrier to solving the
problem with labour from other countries.”
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Poultry
The British Poultry Council (BPC) said: “British food producers have shown phenomenal resilience and
worked incredibly hard to feed the nation amidst the biggest crisis of our lifetime. Now is the time for the
Government to support British businesses to ensure that quality British food never diminishes. We cannot
run the risk of creating a two-tier food system where we import food produced to lower standards and
only the affluent can afford high quality British produce.”
Entry level roles (requiring a Level 2 qualification) are where the sector is facing greatest difficulty.
Griffiths continued: “We generally operate in areas of high local employment so there is a limit to
availability of UK workers and there is negligible appetite from UK workers to move from other parts of
the country. When it comes to non-UK labour – either from the EU or further afield – we have seen
reducing numbers willing to come to the UK, the immigration barriers of salary and skill have been raised
way beyond what we can manage, and the cost of bringing people is being prohibitive.”
Poultry meat businesses are determined to strike a balance between a skilled workforce and investing in
innovation and technology. We will always be reliant on people. Our sector has jobs that need skills, jobs
that support our economy and communities, and jobs that ensure everyone has access to British food.
As a sector that produces over half of the meat eaten in this country, the British poultry meat industry is
calling on the Government to:
 Include poultry meat supply chain workers on the ‘skilled worker list’ and reduce unnecessary
thresholds on salaries and skills.
 Ensure vital food production is at the core of skills and education programmes such as the Lifetime
Skills Guarantee and the Apprenticeship Levy to improve the appeal of the sector to build a UK
workforce.
 Create pathways for seasonal workers with minimal administrative burden to support seasonal
businesses and put British Turkeys on tables every Christmas.
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To reiterate and remind you of Supply chain disruption
We expect the impact of short supply to last between 10-12 weeks and please note a finished bird is ready
from hatching in 30 days.
You will inevitably in this time have substitutes or shortages in the worst-case scenario. We have been
limited from our suppliers who are ensuring that all get something rather than nothing. We have as below
only been receiving a percentage of what is required, we have B/In Supremes 6-7 oz & 7-8 oz, Skin On
B/Less 6-7 & 7-8 oz, B/Less S/Less Fillets 5-6.6-7 & 7-8 oz, Bone in Corn Fed Supremes from France are
very scarce and again we will be short of this product
The main reasons for the chronic shortages across the supply chain are as follows




The number of Bank holidays across Poland and Holland in Europe in the coming weeks means the
further loss of production days in a very tight market with France in particular having four alone
in May around dates that have been critical to supply on an already short market.
Suppliers of poultry are now limiting supply lines into the UK with every delivery being short and,
in most cases, up to 40% of the order, depending on the products being delivered.

